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Problem 
How is it possible to register changes made to the business logic or table structure in a Dynamics NAV 

installation? 

The simple truth is that it is not. 

During an installation phase, many different parties are involved in implementing a new Dynamics NAV 

solution: 

- The NAV Partner, who will often have the main responsibility 

- ISV’s delivering solutions for: 

o EDI 

o Payment Management 

o Shop Floor Control 

o Capacity planning 

o Barcode scanners at the Warehouse 

- Super Users making simple changes to pages and RoleCenters 

- Hosting partners maintaining the solution   

A backup made every night will solve the problem of recreating the original source code if an implemented 

build proves to be faulty and needs to be rolled back, but this will only work if there are no structural 

changed made to the database structure (new or changed fields or new tables). And furthermore, it does 

not give the answer to: who-did-what-when. 

 

Version Manager 
Version Manager is the solution to monitor changes in the objects on a Dynamics NAV database.  

 

 

  



Version Manager records all changes made to any object in a Microsoft Dynamics NAV database. It 

provides functionality for: 

- Object history 

- Object backup  

- Object restore 

- Object compare 

- Export earlier versions of objects to a text file 

- Managing builds and making object roll-out and roll-back packages 

This means that Version Manager can be used to monitor changes made to Dynamics NAV databases and 

alert the IT manager or the auditors if changes have been made. 

Version Manager can be installed, either in each database or in a central database monitoring many 

databases. 

Version Manager can also be used as a repository for changes in a development database which then can 

be used to deploy builds to one or more testing and live databases. 

After installing Version Manager, it will monitor: 

 Objects that have been inserted 

 Objects that have been modified 

 Objects that have been deleted 

 Objects that have been overwritten 

Not only that, Version Manager will save a copy of the modified object along with information about: 

 Version No 

 Blob Size 

 Date  

 Time  

 Version List 

 The User who performed the change 

 A user defined text to explain the change 

Later it is possible to: 

1) Export previous versions of the object to a text file 

2) Compare two selected versions 

3) Restore the old version of the object in the database 

4) Include the object in a build 

5) Compare objects in different databases 

6) Compare versions in different databases 

  



Version Manager comes in four versions: 

1) Freeware that will give opportunity to test Version Manager for 3 months.  

The Freeware version only supports one installed object database.  

2) Object Backup edition for end user companies 

 

3) Customer edition provides the full Version Manager functionality for up to five databases for End-

User companies 

Demands an Application builder or Solution Developer license 

 

4) Partner Edition provides full Version Manager functionality for partners and ISV’s 

Demands Developers license for unlimited amount of databases 

Version Manager can be installed in different configurations:  

- All in one database  

- Version Manager in one database and the object database in another. All databases must reside on 

the same SQL server. 

- Version Manager in one database on a separate server and the object database in other servers.  

Versions 
Object Backup: Makes backup of ALL changes to any business logic or database structure  

Version Manager  Object backup for 5 databases 

for customers:  Object restore  

  Object Compare 

NAV Partners:  Same as above but with unlimited number of databases plus 

  Build management 

 

  



Warning 
Restoring objects in a database can seriously damage the database and 

leave the system inoperable. It is therefore recommended that the users 

performing the object roll-back or the build roll-out and roll-back are 

trained in handling objects. 

The biggest danger in rolling out or rolling back objects is if the new 

objects contain structural changes to the database. Structural changes can 

be added or removed tables or fields in existing tables. But also removed 

functions can provide a problem to the future operation of the database. 

Rolling out and rolling back objects are handled differently in the versions 

before and after 2013 R2.  An object that is rolled back in e.g. Dynamics 

NAV 2013 will normally be added to the database as an uncompiled object. 

However, in previous this could also cause the database to loose the 

synchronization with the SQL database. 

An example could be the Rental Header table consisting of two fields: 

 

Restoring a table without the Description field will result in the following 

warning and subsequently an inconsistent database.  

The Rental Header table will appear ok: 

 

 



However, the underlying data will not change and the data will remain in the deleted field in the database 

invisible to Dynamics NAV. 

Therefore, this functionality has been disabled and instead an error message will appear: 

 

In any way, it is imperative that no roll-backs or roll-outs are performed in any 

versions before or after Dynamics NAV 2013 R2 without knowing the exact 

consequences of the actions. 

In the versions later than 2013 R2 these situations are handled. However, the consequences with the data 

loss are the same. The same example in a Dynamics NAV 2016 database: 

 

The difference is that compiling the object the following options appear: 

 

Continuing with the “Now – with validation” option will give the following error message: 



 

The Synchronize Schema options are: 

“Now – with validation”: The compilation will check for incompatible structural changes and if it is not 

possible to implement the object, an error message appear 

Later: Will leave the objects “as is” but uncompiled and therefore inoperable. To be 

used, the object must first be compiled successfully with either the “Now – 

with validation” or with the Force option. 

Force: The new structure will be implemented and any data that are not in the new 

table structure will be lost. 

In any case the synchronization between the Dynamics NAV database and the SQL server remain intact. 

 

Dynamics NAV 2013 R2 
Dynamics NAV 2013 R2 can perform the same synchronization as described above, but it must be 

performed manually in PowerShell.  

First Start the Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2013 R2 Administration Shell as administrator: 



 

Then run the following command in the administration shell: 

This example synchronizes a tenant, 'Tenant1', with the application that is mounted against the specified 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV Server instance. 

 

The parameters are almost like described above, but not quite: 

-Force 

Forces the command to run without asking for user confirmation. 

 

Aliases none 

 Required? false 

Position? named 

Default Value none 

Accept Pipeline Input? false 



Accept Wildcard Characters? false 

 

-ServerInstance<String> 

Specifies the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Server instance that the application database and the tenant database 

are mounted against, such as DynamicsNAV71. You can specify either the fully qualified name, such as 

'MyServer$DynamicsNAV71', or the short name, such as 'DynamicsNAV71'. 

 

Aliases none 

Required? true 

Position? 1 

Default Value none 

Accept Pipeline Input? True (ByValue, ByPropertyName) 

Accept Wildcard Characters? false 

 

-Tenant<TenantId> 

Specifies the ID of the tenant that you want to synchronize with the application, such as Tenant1. The tenant 

will be synchronized with the Microsoft Dynamics NAV application that is mounted against the same 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV Server instance. 

This parameter is required unless the specified service instance is not configured to run multiple tenants. 

 

Aliases Id 

Required? false 

Position? named 

Default Value none 

Accept Pipeline Input? True (ByPropertyName) 

Accept Wildcard Characters? false 

 

<CommonParameters> 



This cmdlet supports the common parameters: -Verbose, -Debug, -ErrorAction, -ErrorVariable, -OutBuffer, 

and -OutVariable. For more information, see about_CommonParameters. 

 

 
 

The Synchronization must be run for each tenant. 

Installation 
Please refer to the Installation guide for more detailed instructions. 

Prerequisites 
Version Manager can work with versions from Dynamics NAV 2015 and forward. 

SQL server 2008 and forward. 

The User running the Dynamics NAV service must be Local Administrator on the NAV server and Setup 

Admin on the SQL Server during installation.  

If the full functionality is implemented, a compare program must be installed on all clients that need to 

access the objects. 

Dynamics NAV Development Environment must be installed 

User must have access to the Development Environment. The user running the Version Manager must be a 

domain user and all servers must be on the same domain or must be a local user created with same 

credentials on each server. It is not possible to mix domain and local users. 

 

  

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkID=113216


Installation  
 

 

 

 



Object Installation 
Version Manager consists of one object package that must be imported: 

 

If the MenuSuite 1090 object is already modified then this must be skipped in the import, and the Version 

Manager Menu items must be manually installed: 

 

 Version Manager Setup  = Page 6185473 

 Version Manager Objects  = Page 6185471 

 Version Manager Builds  = Page 6185475 

When the objects have been installed, the RoleTailored Client must be restarted. The Version Manager 

functionality resides in the Departments menu: 

 



IT Manager Role Center 
If desired, the IT Manager Role Center can be altered with an extra activities page: 

- Page 6185477 VM Activities 

This way the IT Manager will be able to monitor object changes in all databases constantly. 

 

Installing Version Manager 
The setup page for Version Manager is the place to start. First time the Setup page is opened, the following 

message appears: 

 

This is an image used by Version Manager and the Setup will try to download it from the homepage. If 

there are no access to Internet, it is possible to install the image manually later. The downloaded image is 

situated in the bottom of the Setup page and looks like this: 

 

Besides that, all scripts necessary to run Version Manager are downloaded and installed in the database. 

This is to ensure that Version Manager run on the latest versions.  

  



The Setup Page 

The Setup page is divided into two parts: The Version Manager installation and the object databases. 

The Version Manager installation consists of these fields: 

 

On initialization, the field: Program Parameters will be automatically filled. It will also try to find the 

Development Environment automatically. The field Path to Compare program must be filled manually. 

Version Manager have been tested with the compare tools: Beyond Compare, Ultra Compare and 

WinMerge, but any compare tool will do as long as they accept the comparing files as parameters. If the 

parameters differ from the format Beyond Compare and Ultra Compare uses, the parameters can be 

altered manually in the field Program Parameters. 

If that fails, the path to the Development Environment must be manually entered. 

Demo Expiry Date: If the License type has been identified as Freeware, a Demo Expiry Date will be 

calculated. 

License Type: There are four different license types: 

o Freeware 

o Object Backup 

o Customer Edition 

o Partner Edition 

The License type will be recalculated every time the setup page is started. 



VM Version: The current version of the objects will appear here. It is recalculated every 

time the setup page is started. 

VM Script Version: The current version of the SQL scripts downloaded. 

License No. The Dynamics NAV License No registered with the database. 

Installation Verified:  Indicates that the functionality has been installed and is ready to use for the 

Version Manager database. 

SQL Server User ID:  The user id used for accessing the SQL server, if not using Windows 

Authentication. 

SQL Server Password:  The password to access the SQL server 

Windows Authentication:  If this field is marked, the user installing Version Manager must have access to 

the SQL server. 

Server Name:   SQL server name 

Instance:   SQL server instance 

Version Manager Database: The database where the object backups will be stored. 

The Database Collation and Database Version fields are filled automatically, and will ensure that if the 

databases have different collations, it will still be possible to install. 

Object Databases: 

 

Server Name:   SQL server name 

Server Instance:  SQL server instance 

Object Database Name: The database containing the objects that must be backed up. 

Install:  On/Off switch for installing the database 

Version Manager Active:  Indicates that Version manager is installed and active for this database. 

Installation Verified: Indicates that the functionality has been installed and is ready to use for the 

Object database: It is only running if the field: Version Manager Active is 

marked. 

Object are Synchronized: The objects in the Version Manager database are in Sync with the object 

database. 



Development Database: If the field is marked, changes to the object will only be stored if the object is 

NOT locked. This is to prevent cascades of object changes during the 

development phase. The object will be stored as soon as it is unlocked. 

Locked for Changes: If the field is marked it is not possible to apply any changes to any objects in 

the database. 

 

This is an example of a setup: 

 

The Ribbon 

 



In the ribbon, there are a number of actions: 

Install Version Manager: Installs the functionality necessary to run Version Manager. 

Uninstall Version Manager: Uninstalls the functionality necessary to run Version Manager, but leaves the 

data untouched. 

Synchronize All Objects: Creates a new base version of all objects in the database.  

Delete History: Deletes the history, but leaves the base versions untouched. 

Enable Object Backup: Start making backup of the changes made to the objects all the Object 

Databases. The object backup can only be started if the installation has been 

verified. The Action is hidden by default but can be retrieved by customizing 

the page. 

 

Disable Object Backup: Stop making backup of the changes made to the objects all the Object 

Databases. This can be turned on and off as often as necessary, it will just pick 

up where it left when restarted. However, changes made objects to objects in 

the disabled period will not be made. The Action is hidden by default but can 

be retrieved by customizing the page. 

Version Manager Support: Opens a new window with the Version Manager support system. If any issues 

occur, it will be possible to raise a ticket here. For users of the Freeware 

version it is possible to login with user id: Freeware and password 

Freeware123. Registered users will get a login with the confirmation mail. 

To install Version Manager, Click the Install Version Manager action and wait until the completion message: 

 

Verify that the Installation Verified is marked: 

 

Next the objects must be synchronized. The object backup will be automatically activated. 



 

There will be no indication of the Object Backup is running, other than the check mark in the setup page: 

 

Install Version Manager Activities 

 

The Version Manager Activities page (page 86006) can be added to the IT-Manager Role Center to create an 

instant overview of the changes made to the database in the recent period. 

Backup/Restore of Version Manager 
Version manager can be backed up and restore with the same procedure as recommended with the 

standard Dynamics NAV solution, since the solution is stored inside the Microsoft Dynamics NAV SQL 

database. When backup is performed on the Microsoft Dynamics NAV database, there is also made backup 

of the Version Manager add-on. 

 How Do I: Backup and Restore in a Multitenant Environment in Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2013 R2 

On restoring the Version Manager database or any of the involved databases Version Manager must be 

uninstalled and installed and all databases must be synchronized again to ensure that all the Version 

Manager functionality is functioning and consistent. On uninstalling Version Manager, it is important to 

answer No when asked to delete all data as well.  

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics/nav/dn833296


User Guide 

Version Manager 
When the object backup has been installed and activated there are no other actions regarding the objects. 

All handling of the objects and the object versions are performed in the Version Manager Objects page: 

 

This page will always show the active version of the object including all the information from the object 

table in the object database at the time of the backup: 

 Modified or not 

 Compiled or not 

 Blob Size 

 Date and time  

 Version list 

 Locked and by who 

 It is possible to filter on all information in the page to determine, which changed have been made today 

and by who. 

The fields on the Version Manager Object page are: 

Type:  Object Type 

ID:  Object ID 

Name:  Objects Name of the active object 



Modified:  Shows if the active version is marked as modified 

Compiled:  Shows if the active version is compiled 

Blob Size (Hidden):  The size of the active object   

Date:  The date registered on the active object  

Time:  The time registered on the active object 

Version List:  The version list of the active object 

Handle Date:  Shows the date the active version was handled 

Handle Time:  Shows the time the active version was handled 

Testing Version Manager 
Whenever a change is made to an object, the change is transferred to the Version Manager database and 

the active version is switched to the new version.  

Let us delete a field in the customer card: 

  

Save the object. The object is now registered as modified in the Object table of the Object Database: 

 

Oh Dear I forgot to add documentation to the object: 



 

Save and Exit. 

Now I go to Version Manager and filter for all changes made today: 

 

This gives me one object, and if I click on the Version History, I get this: 

 

I can see my base version and all the versions after that. I have added a little comment showing why I made 

the change, and if I want to see the change, I have these possibilities: 

Viewing the object version 

 

Select only one version and click Compare Objects: 



 

Comparing object versions 

 



…and here are my changes: 

 

This is Beyond Compare and I have asked it to show all differences – with context. 

Export Object Version 

 

Save it on the Desktop, and now it is ready to import in the customer database or other databases. 



Restore Object 

 

This will replace the object in the Object database with the selected version. The active version in the 

Version Handler will be set to Version 3 in this case. All versions will be kept intact. If there are structural 

changes to the database, which will make it impossible to import the object, the restore process will fail. 

Structural changes could be fields or function that have been removed.  

Build Management 
The build management section gives the possibility to assemble objects in specific versions to a build. 

The build can be Rolled-Out to different databases e.g. from the development database to one or more test 

servers or even to the live database.  

A copy of the original object on the destination database will be saved for roll-back purposes. 

The Build Management module is available for Customer Edition and partner editions. 

The Build Management page consists of three sections: 

 The Build list 

 The Build Objects  

 The Build Roll-Back objects 



The Build List FastTab: 

 

The FastTab consists of the following fields: 

Build No: Build No is automatically generated from the Build No. Series defined in the 

Version Manager Setup.  

Comment Text: Optional text to describe the build. 

New Version List: The New Version List to be assigned to the object. A number of additional 

functions to replace all or part of the version list. Please refer to the chapter 

“Additional Version List features”. 

Replace Version List: The old version list that the new version list must search for in order to update 

the version list of the object after roll-out. E.g. here will the version list RN be 

replaced with RN1.00. If nothing is entered in the Replace Version List field, 

the new version list will be appended to the existing version list with a 

comma, like: NAVW17.00,RN1.00. 

New Object Date: Replaces the Object Date on the rolled-out objects. Here 01-01-2016. 

New Object Time: Replaces the Object Time on the rolled-out objects. Here 12:00. 

Blank Modified: Blanks the Modified fields on all rolled-out objects. 

Responsible Person: Optional field to show who is responsible for the build. 

 Applying User ID:  The user that actually applied the build. 

Status:  The build can be in the following statuses: 

  Open: It is possible to add or remove objects from the build. 

Locked: The build is locked for editing and the roll-back objects have been 

retrieved. This must happen just before the roll-out to prevent any changes in 

the objects between the time when the build is locked and the actual roll-out. 

Applied: The build has been rolled-out to the databases and the build is not 

editable. 

Rolled Back: the build was applied but has now been rolled back. Now the 

build is editable again. 



Additional Version List features 
It is possible to replace all or part of the version list to the rolled-out object by using ? (Question marks) or * 

asterix in the Version List. 

Using “*” will replace the exact same part of the version list from the previous version, and “?” will replace 

the exact same part of the version list from the build version list. 

Looking like this: 

Build version list from the development database 
 

RNDK1.07 
 
 

 

New build version list 
 

RN**???? =        RNSE1.07 

 
Version List from the object in the destination database  
 

 
RNSE1.01 

 

Other examples could look like this: 

 

It is possible to view the new version lists by clicking the “Apply version list”  



 

 

The Version Manager Build Objects FastTab: 
The Version Manager Build Objects FastTab holds all objects from one or more servers that must be rolled-

out to the receiving servers. 

 

In order to pick the objects to be included in the build the Select Objects action can be used: 

 

Here it is possible to filter all objects in Version Manager. In this case the Demo Database NAV (8-0) Rental 

database has been selected, Version No 0 and the *RN* Version List. Clicking Ok will import the objects 

into the build objects FastTab and update the Version List, the Date and the Time. This can be updated later 

as well if anything has changed. 



The fields of the Version Manager Build Objects FastTab are: 

Server Name:   SQL server name 

Server Instance:  SQL server instance 

Object Database Name: The database containing the objects that must be backed up. 

Object Type:  Object Type 

Object Company: Object Company 

Object ID:  Object ID 

Object Name:  Objects Name of the active object 

Version No: Shown the Version No that will be rolled-out to the destination server. The 

Version No will be populated from the active version. If another version is 

wanted, the field is editable and another version can be chosen. 

Old Version List: The objects old version list.  

New Version List: The new version list for the rolled-out object. This field is editable and can be 

manually altered. 

Version Manager Build Roll-Back Objects FastTab: 

 

The Version Manager Build Roll-Back Objects FastTab will be automatically populated when the build is 

locked. All objects from all servers will be copied into this FastTab. If nothing appears in the FastTab on 

locking the build, it is because the objects did not exist in the destination database already. 

The fields on the Version Manager Object page are: 

Server Name:   SQL server name 

Server Instance:  SQL server instance 

Database Name: The database containing the objects that must be backed up. 

Type:  Object Type 

Company Name (Hidden): Company Name  

ID:  Object ID 

Name:  Objects Name of the active object 

Modified:  Shows if the active version is marked as modified 

Compiled:  Shows if the active version is compiled 



Blob Size (Hidden):  The size of the active object   

Date:  The date registered on the active object  

Time:  The time registered on the active object 

Version List:  The version list of the active object 

Handle Date:  Shows the date the active version was handled 

Handle Time:  Shows the time the active version was handled 

Version Manager Build Actions: 
The actions on the Version Manager Build page are: 

Roll-Out Build: Rolls out a build. The build must be in status Locked or in status Rolled Back. 

Roll-Back Build: Rolls back a build. The build must be in status Applied to be rolled back. 

Lock Build: locks the build for editing and the roll-back objects will be retrieved. This must 

happen just before the roll-out to prevent any changes in the objects between 

the time when the build is locked and the actual roll-out. The build must be in 

status Open or Rolled-Back in order to  lock. 

Re-Open Build: Re-Opens a build. The build must be in status Locked or Rolled-Back to be 

able to reopen it. All Roll-Back objects will be removed from the build. 

Build Servers: Here all the receiving databases must be selected. There must be at least one 

database selected in the Build servers. 

Apply Version List,   

Date and Time to All: Applies the Version List, Date and Time from the build to the Build Objects. 

Example  
An example of a build could be this: 

The Rental Solution developed in the Demo Database NAV (8-0) Rental database must be rolled out to the 

Demo Database NAV (8-0) Obj database. The objects must be given a new Version List and Date and Time 

must be reset. Also the Modified flag must be blanked. 

First a new build is created: 

 

Then the objects are selected from the Demo Database NAV (8-0) Rental.  



 

Select Objects will show all objects in the database and it is possible to filter to only show the relevant 

objects: 

 

Having selected the objects, the Version Manager Build objects FastTab looks like this: 

 

The servers to receive the objects are selected using the Build Server action: 

 



Now the Build Servers will show one receiving database: 

 

The Version Manager Build Servers page shows all databases that will receive the build and it consists of 

the following fields: 

Server Name:  Shows the server name of the receiving database. 

Server Instance:  Shows the instance of the receiving database. 

Database Name: Shows the name of the receiving database. 

Database Version: Shows the version of the receiving database. 

Rolled Out:  Confirms that the build has been rolled out. 

Roll-Out Date: The date of the roll-out. 

Rolled Out By: The user rolling out the build. 

Having added the server to the page is enough and no other actions are necessary on this page. 

Now the build is ready to be locked: 

 



Rolling out the build, the following warning appears. This means that if you 

proceed, it is your own responsibility to ensure that that the roll-out does 

not cause any unplanned data loss. 

Please refer to the warning in the beginning of this manual for more 

information. 

Note that all objects will be rolled out in an uncompiled state.  

This means that the affected objects are inoperable until they have 

been compiled and user cannot work with the functionality of the 

objects during the roll-out. 

Having marked the “I have read the documentation and accept the risks of 

restoring objects” field, it is not too late. Any structural changes to the 

database will not be implemented until the objects are compiled in the 

database. 

Therefore, a roll back can be performed restoring the original database 

structure. 

The Roll-back will also leave the objects uncompiled. 

If there are any doubt about the consequences on rolling out objects to a 

database, please contact your Dynamics NAV partner.  

  



After accepting and closing the warning by clicking Yes, the following confirmation appears: 

 

Now the status of the build has changed to Applied and the objects have been imported in the receiving 

database. 

 

 

 

The objects in the receiving databases Development Environment now looks like this: 

 

  

Notice that: 

 They are uncompiled 

 All version lists have been updated 

 All Date fields have been aligned 

 All Time fields have been aligned   



Compiling the objects can be performed by selecting them all (Ctrl+A) and clicking Tools/Compile. The 

shortcut F11 could also have been used. 

 

The compile function will give the following choice: 

 

The Synchronize Schema options are: 

“Now – with validation”: The compilation will check for incompatible structural changes and if it is not 

possible to implement the object, an error message appear 

Later: Will leave the objects “as is” but uncompiled and therefore inoperable. To be 

used, the object must first be compiled successfully with either the “Now – 

with validation” or with the Force option. 

Force: The new structure will be implemented and any data that are not in the new 

table structure will be lost. 

The safest option is always the “Now – With validation”. Then any structural changes to the database will 

cause an error and the only way to implement the object correctly is by rolling back the objects or to force 

the implementation, which again can cause data loss. 



After the objects are compiled, the solution has been implemented and is operable. 

 

Now the Build Servers page shows this: 

  



Object Management 
Object management is one of the more tedious and time consuming tasks during a Dynamics NAV 

development project. Especially if there are more than one developer involved working on different 

databases.  

Version Manager provide a tool to help getting an overview for this. The Objects per database page consists 

of three parts: 

 

The Red area defines which objects will be the main database of the compare.  

The Green area shows the objects of the main database. 

The Blue area shows the Version List, the Date, the Time and the Active Version of the objects of up to ten 

compare databases. 

Selecting the main database is done on the lookup buttons of the Server Name field, the Server Instance 

field or the Database Name field: 



 

The selected line with the mark in the Base Database field will define the main database to be shown in the 

green area and equally important to be included in builds. 

If the Compare With field is selected for the other databases, the databases will be included in the blue 

area of the compare objects page. The objects of the compare databases cannot be included in builds. 

 

In this case, the Demo Database NAV (9-0) W1 DEV is selected as the main database in the compare and the 

Demo Database NAV (9-0) W1 and Demo Database NAV (9-0) W1 TEST databases to be the compare 

databases. It is obvious that the table 38 Purchase Header and 39 Purchase Line exists in different versions 

in the three databases. 

The fields in the Objects Per Database page are: 

The General FastTab: 

Server Name Filter: The server name of the main database  



Server Instance Filter: The server instance of the main database  

Database Name Filter: The Database Name of the main database  

Show Server Name: Changes so the compare databases are prefixed with server name and 

instance. 

Show Only Lines with Changes the view to only show lines with difference. This gives a quick 

Difference:  overview over the differences in the database. 

The Compare FastTab list: 

Select:  Select id the objects should be included in a build 

Type:  Object Type 

Company Name (Hidden): Company Name  

ID:  Object ID 

Name:  Objects Name of the active object 

Date:  The date registered on the active object  

Time:  The time registered on the active object 

Active Version: The version number of the active object 

Compare Database 1-10: The Version List, the Date, the Time and the Active Version of the equivalent 

object in the compare database. 

The line will change to red if there are differences between the object in the main database the objects in 

any of the compare databases. 

 

An example of the compare with the Show Only Lines with Difference field activated. 

If the objects were previously in the database but were deleted they will show up a little differently: 



 

 

 

To get the total picture of all the 

changes between the two objects click 

the AssistEdit  button on the 

version list of the compare database. 

The compare objects page provides a 

side-by-side view of all the fields in the 

object table highlighting the 

differences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The compare objects action will open the compare tool, showing the actual differences in the two 

objects. 

 

 

If the some or all of the objects are needed in the compare database, it is possible to select the objects and 

make them into a build: 

 

Here the same version was installed with the same version list but were deleted from the database again. 

In this case, the objects of the rental solution has been selected. Next the Send To Build action is pressed: 

 

This will create a new build to roll out all the selected objects to all the compare databases. 

 



And the confirmation. The build looks slightly different from builds that have been created manually: 

 

The version list, the date field, the Time field and the Modified field has not been updated on creation. This 

can be done in the aftermath.  

 

Now the New Version List field, the Replace Version List field, the New Date field, the New Time field and 

the Blank Modified field has been filled. The action Apply Version List, Date and Time to All can be pressed 

and the objects will be updated. 



 

The rest of the roll-out process works exactly as described in the Build Management section. 

Versions per Database 
The versions per database is a matrix showing the lasts versions that exist in the different databases. When 

opening the page, it is necessary to select, which database should be included in the compare. 

The more databases that are included, the longer the population of the data will take. This means that it is 

a good idea to start populating the data just before a break.  

 

 

In this case, it is only databases based on the W1 version, but if other country versions are compared and 

different add-on modules as well, the list can be quite extensive. 



 

There is no report showing the same result, but as always, it is possible to export the page to a Excel sheet. 

Reports 

Version Manager Audit Report 

 

 

Switching to Partner License temporarily 
For the Version Manager users who do not have the Application Builder, the Solution Developer or a 

Developer License, it is possible to let a Dynamics NAV partner who also has purchased the full Version 

Manager Partner edition, utilize the full compare and export functionality. 

This can be done by importing the partner license from the Version Manager setup page: 



 

The Activities page before the switch will normally look like this: 

 



After the switch the activities page will look like this: 

 


